
Clean, Green, Money-Saving Transportation - Put an Electric Motor on Your Bike! 

Santa Ana, CA:  You dump almost 2,000 
pounds of carbon dioxide into the environment 
in just 1,000 miles if you’re driving a car of 
average mileage.  That’s roughly the entire 
weight of the vehicle in CO2 every 2,000 miles!  
Then consider the other toxic emissions, gas 
and maintenance costs, traffic congestion and 
noise...it’s not a pretty picture.
 What’s the best environmentally 
responsible alternative? A new hybrid car?  
Too expensive...  A motorcycle?  Well, that 
needs a special license...  Maybe that bicycle 
you already have in your garage?  Aha - perfect!  But you’re probably thinking it’s too far to pedal 
to work or school, and you don’t want to show up disheveled and covered in sweat.  But what if you 
could enjoy your daily commute on your bike, with the sun on your face and the wind in your hair, 
without feeling like you’re running a marathon?  And without polluting the Earth or relying on foreign 
oil?
 You can!  Convert your bike to clean electric power with an inexpensive AmpedBikes Electric 
Bicycle Conversion Kit.  Imagine having a range of up to thirty miles without pedaling, at a brisk yet 
comfortable speed of up to twenty miles per hour.  Without the need for a motorcycle driver’s license 
or registration, or the expensive gas and maintenance demanded by noisy, smelly gas-powered 
vehicles.  AmpedBikes’ electric motors create no pollution during operation, and their super-efficient 
brushless design creates so little drag that you can still pedal your favorite bike without any electric 
power assist whatsoever.  Maximum range varies depending on choice of battery pack, rider weight, 
wind resistance and road grade, however AmpedBikes claims up to twenty to thirty miles on a full 
charge for a rider of average weight on flat ground with no pedaling - and substantially further if you 
are pedalling.  Which makes your trusty bike ideal for your daily commute, keeping your gas money 
in your pocket and keeping you completely “green” while doing it!
 AmpedBikes Electric Bike Conversion Kits include a replacement front or rear wheel 
assembly with an integrated high-torque, weather-sealed electric motor; a thumb-activated throttle 
with LED battery gauge; a computerized control module; replacement brake levers with integrated 
motor cut-off switches; a 36-Volt SLA Smart Charger; extra handlebar grips, wiring and miscellaneous 
hardware.  Battery packs are available from AmpedBikes but are not included in the conversion kits 
due to the wide variety of battery options.
 To learn about the joy and freedom of commuting on your own green-powered electric bike, 
visit www.AmpedBikes.com, email support@ampedbikes.com or call 714-371-0564. 
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